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Summary. — We focus on D-brane models in presence of closed string background
fluxes. These fluxes modify the effective interactions on Dirichlet and Euclidean
branes, in particular inducing fermionic masses. We show how they can create new
non-perturbative superpotential terms in presence of gauge and exotic instantons in
SQCD-like models.
PACS: 11.25.Uv, 11.25.Wx
1. – Introduction
In this paper we want to review how the presence of closed string background fluxes
modifies the perturbative and non-perturbative sectors of the gauge theories realized
by means of particular D-brane configurations. Background flux compactifications play
many non-trivial roles in phenomenological models and represent an important ingredient
of Type II string theories compactifications, in presence of intersecting or magnetized D-
branes preserving N = 1 supersymmetry. Indeed, they can create an effective potential
for the moduli, break supersymmetry by generating soft supersymmetry breaking terms
on D-branes and generate non-perturbative superpotentials in the low-energy theory. In
particular, we will analyze the possibility of adding internal (to preserve four-dimensional
Lorentz invariance) fluxes both in the Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-Schwarz (NSNS) and in the
Ramond-Ramond (RR) sector of the bulk theory.
From the early studies, in the mid eighties, of heterotic string compactifications in
presence of three-form H-flux [1], flux compactifications have enormously developed. The
consequences of the presence of internal NSNS or RR flux backgrounds onto the world-
volume theory of space-filling or instantonic branes have been investigated relying on
space-time supergravity methods [2], and more recently on a string world-sheet approach
[3]. This world-sheet method is generic and allows to determine for instance the flux
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2 LIVIA FERRO
induced fermionic terms of the D-brane effective actions through an explicit conformal
field theory calculation of scattering amplitudes among string vertex operators. It can be
applied also to cases where the supergravity methods are less obvious, like for instance to
study how NSNS or RR fluxes couple to fields with twisted boundary conditions, or how
they modify the action which gives the measure of integration on the moduli space of
instantons. Indeed, the interplay between fluxes and instantons is very deep. In presence
of fluxes, non-perturbative superpotentials can be generated by instantons, giving rise to
new low-energy effects [4]. Moreover, fluxes can contribute to get non-vanishing results
in presence of exotic instantons by lifting fermionic zero-modes which would make vanish
instanton-generated interactions.
This note is structured as follows. We first review three-form fluxes inN = 1 compact-
ifications. We then present the basic steps to compute flux-induced couplings through
world-sheet methods, focusing on the D3/D(-1) system. After a short review on in-
stantons in gauge and string theory, we give some explicit example of non-perturbative
flux-induced superpotentials in the case of gauge and exotic instantons. In particular,
we consider N = 1 SQCD, realized by fractional branes at a C3/(Z2 × Z2) singularity.
This paper is written for the INFN Sergio Fubini Prize 2009, and is based on some
results of the author’s PhD thesis [5].
2. – Three-form Fluxes in N = 1 compactifications
As we already stressed in the Introduction, closed string background fluxes are an
important ingredient of D-brane models preserving N = 1 supersymmetry in Type II
string theories compactifications. These compactifications provide promising scenarios
for phenomenological applications and realistic model building. The effective actions of
such brane-world models describe interactions of gauge degrees of freedom (associated
to open strings) with gravitational fields (associated to closed strings), and have the
generic structure of N = 1 supergravity in four dimensions coupled to vector and chiral
multiplets. Four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity theories are specified by the choice of
a gauge group G, with the corresponding adjoint fields and gauge kinetic functions, by a
Ka¨hler potential K and a superpotential W , which are, respectively, a real and a holo-
morphic function of some chiral superfields Φi. The supergravity vacuum is parametrized
by the expectation values of these chiral multiplets that minimize the scalar potential
(1) V = eK
(
DiW¯D
iW − 3 |W |2)+DaDa
where DiW ≡ ∂ΦiW +
(
∂ΦiK
)
W is the Ka¨hler covariant derivative of the superpotential
and the Da (a = 1, . . . ,dim(G)) are the D-terms. Supersymmetric vacua, in particular,
correspond to those solutions of the equations ∂ΦiV = 0 satisfying the D- and F-flatness
conditions Da = DiW = 0. The chiral superfields Φ
i of the theory comprise the fields
Ur and Tm that parameterize the deformations of the complex and Ka¨hler structures of
the three-fold, the axion-dilaton field
(2) τ = C0 + i e
−ϕ ,
where C0 is the RR scalar and ϕ the dilaton, and also some multiplets Φopen coming
from the open strings attached to the D-branes. The resulting low energy N = 1 super-
gravity model has a highly degenerate vacuum. One way to lift (at least partially) this
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degeneracy is provided by the addition of internal three-form fluxes of the bulk theory
via the generation of a superpotential
(3) Wflux =
∫
G3 ∧ Ω ,
where Ω is the holomorphic (3, 0)-form of the Calabi-Yau three-fold and
(4) G3 = F − τH
is the complex three-form flux given in terms of the RR and NSNS fluxes F and H.
The flux superpotential (3) depends explicitly on τ through G3 and implicitly on the
complex structure parameters Ur which specify Ω, while it does not depend on Ka¨hler
structure moduli Tm. Using standard supergravity methods, F-terms for the various
compactification moduli can be obtained from (3). The F-terms can also be interpreted
as the θ2 “auxiliary” components of the kinetic functions for the gauge theory defined on
the space-filling branes, and thus are soft supersymmetry breaking terms for the brane-
world effective action. These soft terms have been computed in various scenarios of flux
compactifications and their effects, such as flux-induced masses for the gauginos and the
gravitino, have been analyzed in various scenarios of flux compactifications relying on the
structure of the bulk supergravity Lagrangian and on κ-symmetry considerations (see for
instance the reviews [6]); here we will briefly present their derivation through a direct
world-sheet analysis.
3. – Flux interactions on D-branes from string diagrams
In this section, we would like to present the basic ideas of the general evaluation,
using world-sheet methods, of the interactions between closed string background fluxes
and massless open string excitations living on a generic D-brane intersection. We focus
on fermionic terms (like for example mass terms for gauginos), but our conformal field
theory techniques could be applied to other terms of the brane effective action. We
refer to [3] for the technical details. At the lowest order, the fermionic interaction terms
can be derived from disk 3-point correlators involving two vertices describing massless
open string fermions and one closed string vertex describing the background flux, as
represented in Fig. 1. At a brane intersection, massless open string modes can arise
either from open strings starting and ending on the same stack of D-branes, or from
open strings connecting two different sets of branes. In the former case the open string
fields satisfy the standard untwisted boundary conditions, and the corresponding vertex
operators transform in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. In the latter
case, the string coordinates satisfy twisted boundary conditions characterized by twist
parameters ϑ, and the associated vertices carry Chan-Paton factors in the bi-fundamental
representation of the gauge group; by inserting twisted open string vertices, one splits
the disk boundary into different portions distinguished by their boundary conditions and
Chan-Paton labels, see Fig. 1b). We now give some details on these boundary conditions
and later describe the physical vertex operators and their interactions with RR and NSNS
background fluxes.
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VΘ VΘ′ VΘ VΘ′
a) b)
~ϑ = 0 ~ϑ 6= 0
VF , VHVF , VH
Fig. 1. – Quadratic coupling of untwisted, a), and twisted, b), open string states to closed string
fluxes.
Boundary conditions and reflection matrices. The boundary conditions for the bosonic
coordinates xM (M = 0, . . . , 9) of the open string are given by
(5)
(
δMN ∂σx
N + i(Fσ)MN ∂τxN
)∣∣∣
σ=0,pi
= 0 ,
where δMN is the flat background metric(
1) and
(6) (Fσ)MN = BMN + 2piα′ (Fσ)MN
with BMN the anti-symmetric tensor of the NSNS sector and (Fσ)MN the background
gauge field strength at the string end-points σ = 0, pi. Introducing the complex variable
z = eτ+iσ and the reflection matrices
(7) Rσ =
(
1−Fσ
)−1 (
1 + Fσ
)
,
we can define a monodromy matrix R ≡ R−1pi R0 acting on multi-valued holomorphic
fields. For simplicity, we will take R0 and Rpi to be commuting. Then, with a suitable
SO(10) transformation, we can simultaneously diagonalize both matrices and write
Rσ = diag
(
e2piiθ
1
σ , e−2piiθ
1
σ . . . , e2piiθ
5
σ , e−2piiθ
5
σ
)
,(8)
R = diag
(
e2piiϑ
1
, e−2piiϑ
1
, . . . , e2piiϑ
5
, e−2piiϑ
5
)
,(9)
with ϑI = θI0−θIpi. In this basis, the oscillators corresponding to the complex coordinates
act on a twisted vacuum |~ϑ〉 created by the twist operator σ~ϑ(z).
In the same way, it is necessary to consider also the boundary conditions on the
fermionic fields. Let us only point out that if ϑI = 0 there are zero-modes in the
R sector, while if ϑI = 12 there are zero-modes in the NS sector. In these cases the
corresponding fermionic vacuum is degenerate and carries the spinor representation of
the rotation group acting on the directions in which the ϑ’s vanish. For this reason it
(1) Here, for convenience, we assume the space-time to have an Euclidean signature.
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is in general necessary to determine the boundary reflection matrices also in the spinor
representation, denoted by Rσ. We do not give their explicit expression here, we just
want to stress that they depend on the θIσ’s and the SO(10) Γ-matrices.
Different physical situations can therefore be described through a generic brane in-
tersection, depending on the values of the five twists ϑI . When ϑI = 0 for all I’s, all
fields are untwisted: this is the case of the open strings starting and ending on the
same stack of D-branes, which account for dynamical gauge excitations in the adjoint
representation when the branes are space-filling, or for neutral instanton moduli when
the branes are instantonic. When ϑ4 = ϑ5 = 0 but the ϑi’s with i = 1, 2, 3 are non
vanishing, only the string coordinates in the space-time directions are untwisted and de-
scribe open strings stretching between different stacks of D-branes. The corresponding
excitations organize in multiplets that transform in the bi-fundamental representation of
the gauge group and always contain massless chiral fermions. When suitable relations
among the non-vanishing twists are satisfied (e.g. ϑ1 + ϑ2 + ϑ3 = 2), also massless
scalars appear in the spectrum and they can be combined with the fermions to form
N = 1 chiral multiplets suitable to describe the matter content of brane-world models.
Finally, when ϑ4 = ϑ5 = 12 , the string coordinates have mixed Neumann-Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions in the last four directions and correspond to open strings connecting a
space-filling D-brane with an instantonic brane. In this situation, if the ϑi’s (i = 1, 2, 3)
are vanishing, the instantonic brane describes an ordinary gauge instanton configuration
and the twisted open strings account for the charged instanton moduli of the Atiyah-
Drinfeld-Hitchin-Manin (ADHM) construction; if instead also the ϑi’s are non vanishing,
the instantonic branes represent exotic instantons of truly stringy nature. From these
considerations it is clear that, by considering open strings that are generically twisted,
we can simultaneously treat all interesting configurations.
The reflection matrices we have introduced, directly enter in string amplitudes. Let
us consider the closed string vertex operators corresponding to background fluxes. In
the closed string sector all fields (both bosonic and fermionic) are untwisted due to the
periodic boundary conditions(2). However, in presence of D-branes, a suitable identifi-
cation between the left and the right moving components of the closed string has to be
enforced at the boundary. A non-trivial dependence on the angles θIσ appears through
the matrices Rσ or Rσ. For instance, let us describe the RR sector of the Type IIB
theory, where the physical vertex operators for the field strengths of the anti-symmetric
tensor fields are, in the (− 12 ,− 12 ) superghost picture,
(10) VF (z, z) = NF FAB e−ipiα′kL·kR
[
s~A e
− 12φ ei kL·X
]
(z)× [s˜~B e− 12 φ˜ ei kR·X˜](z) .
In this expression the index A = 1, . . . , 16 labels a spinor representation of SO(10)
with definite chirality and runs over all possible choices of signs in the weight vector
~A = 12
(
±,±,±,±,±
)
. The symbol s~q(z) stands for the fermionic spin field s~q(z) =
ei
∑
I q
IϕI(z), where ϕI(z) are the fields that bosonize the world-sheet fermions according
to ΨI = eiϕ
I
(up to cocycle factors). φ(z) is the boson entering the superghost fermion-
ization formulas. Finally, NF is a normalization factor, kL and kR are the left and right
momenta, and the tilde sign denotes the right-moving components. Furthermore, the
(2) Even if later we will consider an orbifold compactification, we will include background fluxes
from the untwisted closed string sector only.
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factor e−ipiα
′kL·kR is a cocycle that allows for an off-shell extension of the closed string
vertex with kL 6= kR, as discussed in Ref. [7]. The bi-spinor polarization FAB comprises
all RR field strengths of the Type IIB theory according to
(11) FAB =
∑
n=1,3,5
1
n!
FM1...Mn
(
ΓM1...Mn
)
AB ,
even if in our applications only the three-form part will play a role. In the presence
of D-branes the left and right moving components of the vertex operator VF must be
identified using the reflection rules discussed above. In practice (see for example Ref. [7]
for more details) this amounts to set
(12) X˜M (z) = (R0)
M
N X
N (z) , s˜~A(z) = (R0)AB s~B(z) , φ˜(z) = φ(z)
and modify the cocycle factor in the vertex operator (10) to e−ipiα
′kL·(kRR0). As a con-
sequence of the identifications (12), the RR field-strength FAB gets replaced by the
bi-spinor polarization (F R0)AB that incorporates also the information on the type of
boundary conditions enforced by the D-branes.
The same happens for the NSNS sector of the closed string. Here it is possible to write
an effective BRST invariant vertex operator for the derivatives of the anti-symmetric
tensor B that are related to the three-form flux H. In the (0,−1) superghost picture,
this effective vertex is
(13) VH(z, z) = NH
(
∂MBNP
)
e−ipiα
′kL·kR[ψMψNei kL·X](z)× [ψ˜P e−φ˜ ei kR·X˜](z) ,
where again we have introduced a normalization factor and a cocycle. When we insert
this vertex in a disk diagram, we must identify the left and right moving sectors using
the reflection rules (12) supplemented by
(14) ψ˜M (z) = (R0)
M
Nψ
N (z) .
Consequently, in (13) the polarization (∂B) is effectively replaced by (∂BR0). Notice
that the NSNS polarization combines with the boundary reflection matrix in the vector
representation R0, in contrast to the RR case where one finds instead the reflection
matrix in the spinor representation R0.
We have now the ingredients to evaluate the string correlation functions among two
massless open string fermions ΘA, described by the vertex operator
(15) VΘ(z) = NΘ ΘA
[
σ~ϑ s~A+~ϑ e
− 12φ ei k·X
]
(z)
where σ~ϑ(z) is the bosonic twist field, and the background closed string flux, as repre-
sented in Fig. 1.
Let us analyze first the interaction with the RR flux. It is given by the amplitude
(16) AF =
〈
VΘ(x)VF (z, z)VΘ′(y)
〉
= cF ΘA1(FR0)A2A3 Θ′A4 × AA1A2A3A4
where the prefactor cF accounts for the normalizations of the vertex operators and the
topological normalization C(p+1) of any disk amplitude with the boundary conditions of a
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Dp-brane. The last factor in (16) is the four-point correlator. Collecting all contributions,
the result for the amplitude is
(17) AF = −8cFΘ′ΓMΘ
[
FR0(2I1 − I2)
]
M
+
4cF
3!
Θ′ΓMNPΘ
[
FR0I2
]
MNP
,
where I1 and I2 are two ~ϑ-dependent diagonal matrices.
Similarly, the fermionic couplings induced by the NSNS three-form flux arise from the
following mixed disk amplitude
(18) AH =
〈
VΘ(x)VH(z, z)VΘ′(y)
〉
= cH ΘA(∂BR0)MNP Θ′B × AAB;MNP .
The result is the NSNS counterpart of the RR amplitude (17) on a generic D-brane
intersection, and shares with it the same type of fermionic structures:
AH = −4cHΘ′ΓNΘ δMP
[
∂BR0(2I1 − I2)
]
[MN ]P
+ 2cHΘ
′ΓMNPΘ
[
∂BR0I2
]
MNP
.(19)
Flux couplings with untwisted open strings (~ϑ = 0). We now exploit these results to
analyze how constant background fluxes couple to untwisted open strings, i.e. strings
starting and ending on a single stack of D-branes. This corresponds to set ~ϑ = 0 in all
previous formulas, which drastically simplify. Note that the condition ~ϑ = 0 implies that
~θ0 = ~θpi, so that the reflection rules are the same at the two string end-points. We can
distinguish two cases, namely when these reflection rules are just signs (i.e. θIσ = 0 or
1), and when they instead depend on generic angles θIσ. In the first case, which will be
considered in the following, the branes are unmagnetized, while the second corresponds
to magnetized branes.
Since we are interested in constant background fluxes, we can set the momentum of
the closed string vertices to zero. Using this result in the RR and NSNS amplitudes (17)
and (19), the total flux amplitude is
(20) A ≡ AF +AH = −2pii ΘΓMNPΘ
[cF
3
(
FR0
)
MNP
+ cH
(
∂BR0
)
MNP
]
.
Here we used the fact that the untwisted fermions Θ and Θ′ in (17) and (19) actually
describe the same field and only differ because they carry opposite momentum. For this
reason we multiplied the above amplitudes by a symmetry factor of 1/2 and dropped the
′ without introducing ambiguities.
It is clear from Eq. (20) that once the flux configuration is given, the structure of
the fermionic couplings for different types of D-branes depends crucially on the bound-
ary reflection matrices R0 and R0. Notice that the RR piece of the amplitude (20) is
generically non zero for 1-form, 3-form and 5-form fluxes. However, from now on we will
restrict our analysis only to the 3-form and hence the bi-spinor to be used is simply
(21) FAB =
1
3!
FMNP
(
ΓMNP
)
AB .
The normalization factors cF and cH are determined to be
(22) cH = cF /gs
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by quadratic terms of the bulk theory in the ten-dimensional Einstein frame. Taking all
this into account, we can rewrite the total amplitude (20) as
(23) A ≡ AF +AH = −2pii
3!
cF ΘΓ
MNPΘTMNP
where
(24) TMNP =
(
FR0
)
MNP
+
3
gs
(
∂BR0
)
[MNP ]
.
Up to now we have used a ten-dimensional notation. However, since we are inter-
ested in studying the flux induced couplings for gauge theories and instantons in four
dimensions, it becomes necessary to split the indices M,N, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 9 appearing in
the above equations into four-dimensional space-time indices µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3, and six-
dimensional indices m,n, . . . = 4, 5, . . . , 9 labeling the directions of the internal space. In
the following, we will consider only internal fluxes, like Fmnp or (∂B)mnp, which preserve
the four-dimensional Lorentz invariance, and the fermionic amplitudes we will compute
are of the form
(25) A = −2pii
3!
cF ΘΓ
mnpΘTmnp .
To more clearly expose the structure of the flux-induced fermionic masses, the fermion
bilinear ΘΓmnpΘ can be written using a four-dimensional spinor notation. One can show
that
(26) ΘΓmnpΘTmnp = −i ΘαAΘ Bα
(
Σ
mnp)
AB
T IASDmnp − i Θα˙AΘα˙B
(
Σmnp
)AB
T ISDmnp
where α (α˙) are chiral (anti-chiral) indices in four dimensions, and the lower (upper)
indices A are chiral (anti-chiral) spinor indices of the internal six dimensional space.
Σmnp and Σ
mnp
are respectively the chiral and anti-chiral blocks of γmnp and
(27) T ISDmnp =
1
2
(
T − i ∗6T
)
mnp
, T IASDmnp =
1
2
(
T + i ∗6T
)
mnp
.
Fixing a complex structure, the three-form tensors T ISD, T IASD can be decomposed into
their (3,0),(2,1),(1,2) and (0,3) parts.
Let us now use this information to rewrite the fermionic terms we have previously
discussed, focusing in particular on space-filling D3- and D(-1)-branes (or D-instantons)
on flat space. In the case of D3-branes, we can use a Minkowski signature and the
Majorana-Weyl fermion Θ decomposes in four-dimensional chiral and anti-chiral compo-
nents, which are related by charge conjugation and assembled into four Majorana spinors.
These are the four gauginos living on the world-volume of the D3-brane, and for future
notational convenience we will denote their chiral and anti-chiral parts as ΛαA and Λ¯α˙A
(instead of ΘαA and Θα˙A). Inserting the specific contribution of the reflection matrices,
the general expression (25) becomes
(28) AD3 = 2pii
3!
cF (Λ) Tr
[
ΛαAΛ Bα
(
Σ
mnp)
AB
GIASDmnp − Λ¯α˙AΛ¯α˙B
(
Σmnp
)AB (
GIASDmnp
)∗ ]
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where we have made explicit the colour trace generators and has been possible to write
(29) Tmnp = (∗6F )mnp − 1
gs
Hmnp = Re
(∗6G− iG)mnp ,
by introducing(3)
(30) G = F − i
gs
H .
From the explicit expression of the amplitude (28) we see that an IASD G-flux con-
figuration induces a Majorana mass for the gauginos leading to supersymmetry breaking
on the gauge theory. Notice that the mass terms for the two different chiralities are
complex conjugate of each other: T IASD = −iGIASD and T ISD = i(GIASD)∗. This is a
consequence of the Majorana condition that the four-dimensional spinors inherit from
the Majorana-Weyl condition of the fermions in the original ten-dimensional theory.
If we decompose GIASD, we see that a G-flux of type (1, 2)P gives mass to the three
gauginos transforming non-trivially under SU(3) but keeps the SU(3)-singlet gaugino
massless, thus preserving N = 1 supersymmetry. On the other hand, a G-flux of type
(3, 0), or (2, 1)NP gives mass also to the SU(3)-singlet gaugino.
Things are rather different instead on D-instantons. Indeed, we have
(31) AD(−1) = 2pii
3!
cF (Θ)
[
ΘαAΘ Bα
(
Σ
mnp)
AB
GIASDmnp + Θ¯α˙AΘ¯
α˙
B
(
Σmnp
)AB
GISDmnp
]
where now the prefactor cF (Θ) contains the topological normalization of the D(−1)
disks. From the amplitude (31) we explicitly see that both IASD and ISD components of
the G-flux couple to the D-instanton fermions; however, the couplings are different and
independent for the two chiralities since they are not related by complex conjugation, as
always in Euclidean spaces. In particular, comparing Eqs. (28) and (31), we see that an
ISD G-flux does not give a mass to any gaugino but instead induces a “mass” term for
the anti-chiral instanton zero-modes which are therefore lifted. This effect plays a crucial
role in discussing the non-perturbative contributions of the exotic D-instantons for which
the neutral anti-chiral zero modes Θ¯α˙A must be removed or lifted by some mechanism.
Let us mention that these results can be generalized in a rather straightforward way
to branes with a non-trivial magnetization on their world-volume.
Flux couplings with twisted open strings (~ϑ 6= 0). As we have emphasized, the general
world-sheet calculation allows to obtain the couplings between closed string fluxes and
open string fermions at a generic D-brane intersection, even for non-vanishing twist
parameters ~ϑ. Here we just present the result for a simple case of such twisted amplitudes,
which will be relevant later.
(3) Self-duality of type IIB can be used to promote this expression to its SL(2,Z)-covariant
version G = F − τH with τ = C0− ie−ϕ. A direct evaluation of the C0-dependent term however
requires a string amplitude involving two closed and two open string insertions in the disk.
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The case we discuss is that of the three-form flux couplings with the twisted fermions
stretching between a D3-brane and a D-instanton, which represent the charged (or fla-
vored) fermionic moduli of the N = 4 ADHM construction of instantons, and are usually
denoted as µA and µ¯A depending on the orientation.
Collecting the contributions coming from the correlator, the result is
(32) AD3/D(−1) ≡ AF +AH = 4pii
3!
cF (µ) µ¯
AµB
(
Σ
mnp)
AB
GIASDmnp .
This amplitude, together with the one in Eq. (31), accounts for the flux induced fermionic
couplings on the D-instanton effective action.
4. – Instantons in gauge and string theory
We now want to review some notions on instantons, as the interplay between them
and background fluxes is very deep.
Instantons in gauge theories, defined in Minkowski spacetime, describe tunneling pro-
cesses from one vacuum to another. The simplest models which exhibit this phenomenon
are the quantum mechanical point particle with a double-well potential having two vacua,
or a periodic potential with infinitely many vacua. There is no classical allowed trajec-
tory for a particle to travel from one vacuum to the other, but quantum mechanically
tunneling occurs. In the Euclidean space-time, where path integrals are more conve-
niently computed, instantons are defined as finite action solutions to the field equations
of motion. For instance, in the four-dimensional SU(N) pure Yang-Mills, this implies
that the gauge field strenght obeys the (anti)self-duality condition
(33) F = ± ∗ F .
The most powerful method to solve the (anti)self-dual equations (33) is the ADHM
construction [8]. It realizes the instanton moduli space as a hyper-Ka¨hler quotient of
a flat space by an auxiliary U(k) gauge theory. The Higgs branch of this U(k) theory,
which is related to the moduli space (which is the space of inequivalent solutions of self-
dual SU(N) Yang-Mills equations), is defined through a triplet of algebraic equations,
the ADHM constraints, for each solution of which a solution to the set of equations
(33) can be built. Euclidean path integral requires to keep in consideration all these
configurations, where fields assume a non-trivial profile, by summing over them. The
contribution of instantons to the path integral is exponentially suppressed. Moreover,
when fermions are present, strong selection rules appear and may eventually lead to a
vanishing instanton contribution. The partition function is obtained by integrating over
all the possible inequivalent histories, i.e. over the inequivalent configurations of the
fields. This can be traded for an integral over the moduli space.
Instantons play a leading role in the understanding of non-perturbative regime of
four-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories. As shown by Affleck, Dine and Seiberg
[9], instantons in SQCD with gauge group SU(Nc) and Nf massless flavors generate
a superpotential in the case Nf = Nc − 1. Even in cases where instantons do not
generate such superpotential, they can deform the complex structure of the moduli space
of supersymmetric vacua via the creation of an F-term [10], which cannot be integrated
to retrieve a corresponding superpotential but is nevertheless a genuine F-term.
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It was pointed out in 1995 [11] that gauge instantons could have a realization in the
frame of string theory. Systems of suitably chosen D-branes, D-instantons and Euclidean
branes can indeed support the stringy description of gauge instantons, naturally embed-
ding the ADHM construction. It was then argued that non-perturbative effects, such
as superpotentials arising from instantons and gaugino condensation, could for instance
solve the problem of moduli stabilization. Moreover it was found that string theory could
provide new kinds of instantons, called exotic, whose field theory explanation is beginning
recently to be uncovered [12, 13, 14]. The study of these exotic instanton configurations
has led to interesting results in relation to moduli stabilization, (partial) supersymmetry
breaking and even fermion masses and Yukawa couplings. A delicate point about these
stringy instantons concerns the presence of neutral anti-chiral fermionic zero-modes which
completely decouple from all other instanton moduli, contrarily to what happens for the
usual gauge theory instantons where they act as Lagrange multipliers for the fermionic
ADHM constraints. In order to get non-vanishing contributions to the effective action
from such exotic instantons, it is therefore necessary to remove these anti-chiral zero
modes or lift them by some mechanism. The presence of internal background fluxes
allows for such a lifting and points to the existence of an intriguing interplay among
soft supersymmetry breaking, moduli stabilization, instantons and more-generally non-
perturbative effects in the low-energy theory which may lead to interesting developments
and applications.
The D3/D(–1)-branes on C3/
(
Z2 × Z2
)
. We now focus our attention on a particular
instanton configuration. We indeed consider N parallel D3-branes and k D(-1)-branes
on the orbifold C3/
(
Z2 × Z2
)
(see Fig. 2). The fundamental types of D-branes which
can be placed transversely to an orbifold space are called fractional branes. Such branes
must be localized at one of the fixed points of the orbifold group. For simplicity we
focus on fractional D3-branes sitting at a specific fixed point (say, the origin) and work
around this configuration. When the D-branes are placed in the C3/
(
Z2 × Z2
)
orbifold,
the supersymmetry of the gauge theory is reduced to N = 1 and only the (Z2 × Z2)-
invariant components of the fields are retained.
N1
N2
N0
N3
Fig. 2. – The quiver diagram encoding the field content and the charges for fractional D-branes
of the orbifold C3/(Z2×Z2). The dots represent the branes associated with the irrep RA of the
orbifold group. A stack of NA such branes supports a U(NA) gauge theory. An oriented link
from the A-th to the B-th dot corresponds to a chiral multiplet transforming in the
(
NA, NB
)
representation of the gauge group and in the RA ⊗RB representation of the orbifold group.
In the unresolved (singular) orbifold limit, which from the string point of view corre-
sponds to switching off the fluctuations of all twisted closed string fields, we have that the
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gauge kinetic functions τA (A = 0, . . . 3) are the same for all A’s. However, by turning
on twisted closed string moduli, one can introduce differences among the τA’s and thus
distinguish the gauge couplings of the various group factors.
Gauge instantons correspond to D(−1)-branes that sit on non-empty nodes of the
quiver diagram, so that their number kA can be interpreted as the second Chern class of
the Yang-Mills bundle of the U(NA) component of the gauge group. Stringy instantons
correspond instead to D(−1)-branes occupying empty nodes of the quiver. The results
obtained in Section 3 extend straightforwardly to these less supersymmetric theories. In
particular for pure N = 1 SYM, the flux couplings for both gauge and exotic instantons
follow from previous formulas by restricting the spinor components to A = B = 0. The
flux induced terms in the instanton moduli action are thus
(34) Sfluxinst = −AfluxD(−1) −AfluxD3/D(−1)
where AfluxD(−1) and AfluxD3/D(−1) are the A = B = 0 parts of the amplitudes (31) and (32),
i.e.
(35)
AfluxD(−1) = −2pii cF (θ) θαθαG(3,0) + 2pii cF (λ)λα˙λα˙G(0,3) ,
AfluxD3/D(−1) = −4pii cF (µ) µ¯ µG(3,0) .
where
(36) Θα0 ∼ g0 θα , Θα˙0 ∼ λα˙ and µ0 ∼ g0 µ , µ¯0 ∼ g0 µ¯ .
and g0 is the D(-1) gauge coupling.
The θ2 term represents the auxiliary component of the gauge kinetic function τA =
τ/4, which is therefore promoted to the full chiral superfield τA(θ) = τ(θ)/4. The other
two terms represent the explicit effects of a background G-flux on the instanton mod-
uli space, and are the strict analogue for the instanton action of the soft supersymmetry
breaking terms of the gauge theory. In particular, the µ¯µ term is related to the IASD flux
component G(3,0) which is responsible for the gaugino mass mΛ, while the λ
2 term repre-
sents a truly stringy effect on the instanton moduli space. Indeed, it can be demonstrated
that it is related to the ISD flux component G(0,3) which gives rise to the gravitino mass
m3/2. For the exotic instanton configurations, the neutral anti-chiral fermionic moduli
λα˙ do not couple to anything, therefore one way to avoid a trivial vanishing result upon
integration over the moduli space is to lift them by coupling the fractional D-instanton
to an ISD G-flux of type (0,3).
5. – Non-perturbative flux-induced effective interactions in SQCD-like models
We now study the SQCD-like model of Fig. 3, realized by taking in the previous
quiver gauge theory
(37) N2 = N3 = 0 with N0 and N1 arbitrary .
This brane system describes a N = 1 theory with gauge group U(N0)×U(N1) and a
single bifundamental multiplet
(38) Φ1(x, θ) ≡ Φ(x, θ) = φ(x) +
√
2θψ(x) + θ2F (x) ,
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Q
Q˜ N1
N0
Fig. 3. – This simple quiver gauge theory is (from the point of view of one of the nodes) just
N = 1 SQCD.
which in block form is
(39) Φ =
(
0 Quf
Q˜fu 0
)
with u = 1, . . . N0 and f = 1, . . . N1. The two off-diagonal blocks Q and Q˜ represent
the quark and anti-quark superfields, which transform respectively in the fundamental
and anti-fundamental of U(N0), and in the anti-fundamental and fundamental of U(N1).
Both quarks and anti-quarks are neutral under the diagonal U(1) factor of the gauge
group, which decouples. On the other hand, the relative U(1) group, under which both
Q and Q˜ are charged, is IR free and thus at low energies the resulting effective gauge
group is SU(N0)× SU(N1). Therefore, from the point of view of, say, the SU(N0) factor
this theory is just N = 1 SQCD with Nc = N0 colors and Nf = N1 flavors. In the
following we will study the non-perturbative properties of this theory in the Higgs phase
where the gauge invariance is completely broken by giving (large) vacuum expectation
values to the lowest components of the matter superfields. This requires Nf ≥ Nc − 1.
The moduli space of this SQCD is obtained by imposing the D-flatness conditions. Even
if the effective gauge group is SU(Nc), we have to impose the D-term equations also for
the (massive) U(1) factors to obtain the correct moduli space of the quiver theory; in
our case these D-term conditions lead to the constraint
(40) QQ¯− ¯˜QQ˜ = ξ 1lNc×Nc
where ξ is a Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter related to twisted closed string fields which
vanish in the singular orbifold limit. For Nf ≥ Nc the D-term constraints allow for flat
directions parameterized by meson fields
(41) Mf1f2 ≡ Q˜f1uQuf2
and baryon fields
(42) Bf1...fNc = u1...uNc Q
u1
f1 . . . Q
uNc
fNc
, B˜f1...fNc = u1...uNc Q˜f1u1 . . . Q˜
fNc
uNc
which are subject to constraints whose specific form depends on the difference (Nf−Nc).
These are the good observables of the low-energy theory in the Higgs phase. For Nf =
Nc − 1, instead, the baryons cannot be formed and only the meson fields are present.
The non-perturbative effects produced by a configuration of fractional D-instantons
with numbers kA can be analyzed by studying the centered partition function
(43) Wn.p. =
∫
d M̂
3∏
A=0
(
M kAβAs e
2piikAτA e−TrkA [S]
)
,
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where the integration is over all moduli except for the center of mass supercoordinates
xµ and θα. These centered moduli are collectively denoted by M̂. The action TrkA [S]
depends on the entire matter fields and on moduli, where the latter are restricted to their
Z2×Z2 invariant blocks for each A, while the term 2piikAτA represents the classical action
of kA fractional D-instantons of type A. The power of the string scale Ms compensates
for the scaling dimensions of the measure over the centered moduli space and βA is the
one-loop β-function coefficient of the N = 1 SU(NA) gauge theory with
∑3
I=1NA⊗I
fundamentals and anti-fundamentals.
Some gauge and stringy instanton quiver diagrams are displayed in Fig. 4.
b)
k0
a) N0 N1
k2
N0 N1
Fig. 4. – D3/D(−1)-quiver for SQCD with a) gauge instantons and b) stringy instantons. Filled
and empty circles represent stacks of D3 and D(−1) branes, solid lines stand for chiral bifunda-
mental matter, dashed lines for charged instanton moduli.
This leads to a very rich structure of non-perturbative interactions that include the
holomorphic ADS superpotential when Nf = Nc − 1 and the multi-fermion F-terms of
the Beasley-Witten (BW) type [10] when Nf ≥ Nc, plus their possible multi-instanton
extensions.
We have seen that by computing the mixed open/closed string diagrams in the Z2×Z2
orbifold, one finds that the flux induced interactions on the instanton moduli space are
encoded in the action
(44) Sflux = 2pii
[
2G(3,0)√
gs
θαθα −
2G(0,3)√
gs
pi2α′2
2
λα˙λ
α˙
]
+ i
√
gsG(3,0) µ¯µ .
where we have inserted the correct normalization factors in (35). Note that in the first and
last terms of (44) the scaling dimension of (length)−1 carried by theG-flux is compensated
by the dimensions of θ, µ and µ¯, while in the second term explicit α′ factors are needed.
This is perfectly consistent with the fact that, while the G(3,0) flux components have
a natural field theory interpretation as gaugino masses, the G(0,3) components instead
have no counterpart on the gauge field theory. Thus, from the open string point of view
their presence in (44) is a genuine string effect, as revealed by the explicit factors of α′.
The action (44) can be conveniently rewritten as
(45) Sflux =
2pii
gs
[
Gθαθα − G¯ pi
2α′2
2
λα˙λ
α˙
]
+
i
2
G µ¯µ ,
where we have defined
(46) G = 2
√
gsG(3,0) , G¯ = 2
√
gsG(0,3) .
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Eq. (45) is the form of the flux induced moduli action which we will use in the following
to study the non-perturbative interactions generated by fractional D-instantons in the
presence of bulk fluxes. In particular we will consider terms at the linear order in G or
G¯ where the world-sheet derivation of the moduli action (45) are reliable. We therefore
have two possibilities depending on whether we keep G or G¯ different from zero, which
we are going to analyze in turn (see [4] for the details).
One-instanton effects with G 6= 0. In this case we can set G¯ = 0 and look for the non-
perturbative interactions proportional to G, assuming that the fractional D-instanton is
of type 0, i.e. that k0 = 1. A class of such interactions is obtained by exploiting the
i
2Gµ¯µ term of the flux action (45). At first order in G this leads to
(47) Sn.p.(G) = Λ
β0
∫
d4x d2θ d M̂ e−SD3/D(−1)(Φ,Φ¯)
(
i
2
Gµ¯µ
)
where SD3/D(−1)(Φ, Φ¯) is the instanton action. Λ is the dinamically generated scale of
the effective SU(N0) SQCD theory we are considering:
(48) Λβ0 = Mβ0s e
2piiτ0 .
By taking the field theory limit α′ → 0 we obtain non-perturbative flux-induced terms
in the effective action of the form
Sn.p.(G) =
∫
d4x d2θWn.p.(G) ,(49)
Wn.p.(G) = Λ
β0
∫
d M̂ e
−S(0)
D3/D(−1)(Φ,Φ¯)
(
i
2
Gµ¯µ
)
(50)
where S
(0)
D3/D(−1)(Φ, Φ¯) is the moduli action in the field theory limit.
The case N1 = N0 − 1 is particularly interesting, since it corresponds to SU(Nc)
SQCD with Nf = Nc − 1. In this case, in absence of flux, the gauge instanton induces
the ADS superpotential; now we see that in presence of a G-flux which softly breaks
supersymmetry by giving a mass to the gaugino, the gauge instanton produces new
types of low-energy effective interactions. By explicitly performing the integral over the
instanton moduli for SU(2) SQCD with one flavor, the flux induced non-perturbative
term can be written as
(51) Wn.p.(G) = CGΛ5 D¯
2M¯
(M¯M)3/2
∣∣∣∣
θ¯=0
where M is the meson superfield of the effective theory and we made explicit the fact
that no θ¯ dependence arises, due to the half-BPS nature of the D3/D(-1) system. We
can regard this interaction as a low-energy non-perturbative effect of the soft supersym-
metry breaking realized by the G-flux in the microscopic high-energy theory. Finally,
we observe that one can alternatively exploit the Gθ2 term of the flux action to produce
non-supersymmetric interactions of the same type as the ones described here.
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One-instanton effects with G¯ 6= 0. The contribution to the effective action linear in G¯ in
presence of a single fractional D-instanton of type 0 is given, in analogy to Eq. (47), by
(52) Sn.p.(G¯) = Λ
β0
∫
d4x d2θ d2λ d M̂′ e−SD3/D(−1)(Φ,Φ¯)
(
−2pii
gs
(piα′)2
2
G¯λα˙λ
α˙
)
.
Here we have denoted by M̂′ all centered moduli but λ. Performing the Grassmannian
integration over d2λ, we can write
(53) Sn.p.(G¯) =
∫
d4x d2θ Wn.p.(G¯) ,
where
(54) Wn.p.(G¯) = (piα
′)2
2pii
gs
Λβ0 G¯
∫
d M̂′ e−S
′
D3/D(−1)(Φ,Φ¯)
with S′D3/D(−1)(Φ, Φ¯) being the action without the fermionic ADHM constraint term
since the Grassmannian integration over λ has killed it.
Let us focus on the simple case N0 = N1, which corresponds to a SQCD with Nf = Nc
flavors. In absence of fluxes, one gets multi-fermion terms of Beasley-Witten type. Here,
for Nc = 2, the result is
(55) Wn.p. = C α′2 G¯Λ4 det M¯(
tr M¯M + B¯B + ¯˜BB˜
)1/2
∣∣∣∣∣
θ¯=0
,
where M is the meson superfield and B and B˜ are the baryon superfields.
Stringy instanton effects in presence of fluxes. D-instantons of type 2 and 3 are of different
type with respect to the D3 branes where the SQCD-like SU(N0) × SU(N1) theory is
defined, and lead thus to exotic non-perturbative effects. The moduli action drastically
simplifies. In particular, it does not contain any λ dependence. Therefore, unless one
introduces an orientifold projection or invokes other mechanisms, the only way to get
a non-zero result is to include the flux-induced G¯λλ term of Eq. (45) and use it to
perform the λ integration. At the linear level in the fluxes, the other flux interactions in
(45) become then irrelevant. Neglecting as usual numerical prefactors, we can write the
centered partition function for a stringy instanton configuration with instanton numbers
k2 and k3 as
(56) Wn.p.(G¯) = α
′2 G¯Mk2β2+k3β3s e
2pii(k2τ2+k3τ3)
∫
d M̂′ e−SD3/D(−1) .
Let us now concentrate on the set-up containing a single stringy instanton described
in Fig. 4b), namely let us set k2 = 1, k3 = 0. As remarked above, the only way
to saturate the Grassmannian integration over dλα˙ is via their G¯ interaction and the
non-perturbative contribution to the effective action of this “stringy” instanton sector is
(57) Sn.p. =
∫
d4x d2θWn.p.(G¯)
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where the superpotential is given by
(58) Wn.p. = C α′2M−(N0+N1)s e2piiτ2 G¯
∫
d M̂′ e−SD3/D(−1)(Φ) .
Notice that the dimensional prefactor does not combine with the exponential of the
classical action to form the dynamically generated scale of the gauge theory, since τ2 is
the complexified coupling of D3-branes of type 2, which are not the ones that support
the gauge theory we are considering.
Performing the integral over the moduli, we find that a single stringy instanton in
presence of an imaginary self-dual three-form flux produces for Nf = Nc flavors a holo-
morphic superpotential
(59) Wn.p. = CM2−2Ncs e2piiτ2 G¯ detM .
Interestingly, the interactions generated by stringy instantons are still holomorphic and
therefore supersymmetric even in the presence of the supersymmetry breaking flux G¯.
6. – Conclusions
With this note we hope to have convinced the reader that closed string background
fluxes and instantons in string theory are actual and very interesting topics, which lead
to useful phenomenological applications. Indeed, on one side, their interplay modifies the
field theory results on superpotentials, giving rise to new types of low-energy effective
actions. Moreover, they provide a mechanism to get non-vanishing contributions from
exotic instantons, which represent an useful tool to be used in the search for a stringy
description of phenomenological models.
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